GREEN EXPO 2009 PRELIMINARY PROGRAM

THURSDAY, JANUARY 8
7:30-8:30 Traffic Stoppers! What's HOT from the U of M & California Park Trials, Neil Anderson MNLA
7:30-8:30 Futuristic Plants, Harold Pellett, Stan Hokanson MNLA
7:30-8:30 Construction Project "Must Do" Field Systems, George Hedley MNLA
7:30-8:30 The Mechanics and Dynamics of Support Systems, John Ball MNLA
7:30-8:30 Spanish: First Aid for Nursery & Landscape Workers, Patti Morris, Presenter & Isabel Toledo, Interpreter MNLA
7:30-12:00 PGRs, Thomas Watschke MGCSA
8:00-8:30 Gas Engine Maintenance, Troubleshooting & Issues, Carl Osterhaus MTGF
9:00-9:50 Response to Eight Nitrogen Fertility Programs on Three Cool-Season Lawn Species, Kristie Walker MTGF
9:00-10:30 Diesel Engine Maintenance, Troubleshooting & Issues, Carl Osterhaus MTGF
9:00-10:30 Inside the Landscape Architects Studio, Part I, Bob Close MNLA
9:00-10:30 Relevancy: The IGC Untapped Competitive Advantage, Stan Pohmer MNLA
9:00-10:30 Quercus for Minnesota, Philip Ronald MNLA
9:00-10:30 Organic Lawn Care, Bob Mugaas MNLA
9:00-10:30 Support Systems: When to Use Them & How to Make Money, John Ball MNLA
9:00-1:30 Crew Leader Idea Exchange, Scott Frampton, moderator MNLA

FRIDAY, JANUARY 9 PESTICIDE RECERTIFICATION SESSIONS
The following sessions qualify for Pesticide Applicator Recertification. Participants must attend the 7:30 a.m. session and four additional sessions. Attendance will be monitored.

7:30-8:30 MDA General Session - MDA Laws and Regulation Update & Monitoring Urban Pesticide Use, Joe Spitzmuller, Collie Graddick
8:35-9:30 Ways to Reduce Use of Pesticides, Fungicides, John Erwin MNLA
8:35-9:30 Using Tenacity in Lawn Turf, Shawn Askew MTGF
8:35-9:30 EAB Management Updates, Dan Erwin MNLA
8:35-9:30 Designing Disease Control Programs for Summer Disease Control in Bentgrass Greens, Bruce Martin MGCSA
9:35-10:30 Citizen Concerns About Pesticide Spraying in Urban Areas - The Law and What Applicators Can and Should Do, Joe Peckham MTGF
9:35-10:30 Selectivity of Insecticides: What Works for Which Pest, and What Doesn’t, Dan Erwin MNLA
9:35-10:30 Using Tenacity on the Golf Course, Shawn Askew MTGF
9:35-10:30 Ways to Reduce Use of Growth Retardants, John Erwin MNLA
10:00-1:55 Biology and Control of Rhizoctonia and Pythium turfgrass Pathogens, Bruce Martin MGCSA
10:00-1:55 Woody Plant Insect Management, Vera Kriskoch MNLA
10:00-1:55 Benefits of Endophytic turfgrasses, Kristie Walker MTGF
10:00-1:55 Turf Fungicides A to Z, Bruce Martin MGCSA
10:00-1:55 Woody Plant Diseases Mgmt, Michelle Grabowski MNLA
10:00-1:55 Pesticides Long Term Health Effects: What Do We Know and What You Can Do, Dean Herzfeld
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